
Collaborators
And our purpose…

Working on a worldwide volume has enabled our company to bring the finest 
materials from the best of organizations, houses, and companies as to ensure premium 
quality to our clients. In choosing different techniques and approaches to design and 
modeling, not only do we keep up with the world, but we innovate and set new standards. 
-Paul Regler (CEO of Formvision)

All planning regarding urbanistic and architectural matters is executed by Formvision’s 
head architect Milica Gruban and our team in cooperation with the team of María Rosa 
Cervera Sardá. Rosa Cervera is globally known as a pioneer of bionic architecture on 
which she wrote and published several works. She designed the biggest vertical city in the 
world, located in Shangai. Our partnership is based on a trinity of minds. Milica was the 
one bringing fresh ideas to the table, always one step ahead of the world. Rosa, with all her 
experience and knowledge of architectural design, recognized Milica’s potential and 
ambitions. Paul puts forward automotive features into the concept of futurism their works 
convey. 
By playing with the relations of shadows and light, forms and lines created by panels, 
different energies can be created influencing one's experience. By applying Eastern 
culture's shoji paper screens as references, we adorn the facades and rooms of our 
buildings with intricate patterns. Incorporating Western-style architectural principles, we 



decided to make detachable panels creating custom-made shapes, enabling our client's 
wishes to be on the forefront. For the execution of these panels, we cooperate with the 
Fielitz company, which with their many years of experience and expertise guarantees top-
quality solutions. It is said that great minds think alike and we strive for both innovation 
and sustainability with a note of luxury.

We're currently working on a new series of kitchens in collaboration with Covet Group 
and are becoming a part of their team, cooperating with over five hundred connections 
globally. The companies of Luxury Sound, Formvision, and the Covet Group plan on 
forming an alliance merging our best designers, and working in a unity of minds, all the 
elements connecting.We plan on launching sets of kitchens and speakers according to all of 
covet’s desired furniture lines. Their jewelry-like furniture must be placed in well-defined, 
thought-out architectural spaces with additional features, which we as collaborators can 
offer. This way our customers can get a full package deal right away, making the selection 
process easier and providing the best interior design solutions. Being a part of a creative, 
worldwide organization with a revolutionary attitude allows us to provide our customers 
with the most prestigious materials in minimal timing and maximum satisfaction.
 
By incorporating Coleccion Alexandra furniture and decorative accessories into our 
projects, we keep in touch with Spain's style ideas, giving our designs a sense of avant-
garde appearance. Working on a global level with both Portuguese and Spanish luxury 
furniture houses allows us to have a wider variety of products and form bonds between 
international companies, providing our customers the best of both worlds.

 
We're also launching a new set of 
speakers with Luxury Sound, which, 
this year, won the award for the best 
luxury speakers worldwide. The 
speakers will be a part of the 
Symphony collection, fitting perfectly 
with the rest of the furniture and 
blending in harmoniously.

Mo Projects is a company promising 
quality with no compromise, which is 
exactly why our principles align and 
how we were able to form a partnership 
with yet another luxury company. The 
exceptional reputation of their precision 
and performance in the interior is 
justified in the products of their work 
and our teams always manage to create 

sights for sore eyes  working together.

 

               -written by Nina Gruban




